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Dc crisis on infinite earths hour 2
"Things were looking a little grim, but part of me was, admittedly, a little excited for a 'reunion' of old friends." —Cisco Ramon[src] This episode is part of a larger crossover series, Crisis on Infinite Earths. "You have suffered a horrible loss, but you have every reason not to lose hope. Seven in fact. Across space and time exist seven heroes, Beings of
the purest will, who can ultimately defeat the Anti-Monitor, and help save the multiverse. They are known as Paragons." —Mar Novu on the multiverse's hope following Oliver Queen's death. Don WhiteheadHolly Henderson "How Queer Everything Is Today!" "Crisis on Infinite Earths: Part One" "Crisis on Infinite Earths: Part Three" "Crisis on Infinite
Earths: Part Two" is the ninth and midseason finale episode of the first season of Batwoman, and the ninth episode overall. It aired on December 9, 2019. The episode is the second part of the five-part crossover, Crisis on Infinite Earths. Synopsis Cast Starring Special guest stars Special appearances by Guest starring Featuring Wentworth Miller as
Leonard A.I. (voice) Co-starring Elias and Benjamin Hogewoning as Baby Jonathan Kent Plot Earth-1 - Central City Sara pours a drink out for Oliver, while Kate and Kara look on. Sara points out that Oliver died a hero, saving a billion lives in the process. Kara then asks if they aren't going to wait for Barry, but Kate replies that she doesn't think he's
ready to say goodbye to his friend just yet. Kara refuses to drink, saying that it feels like giving up, and believes that there's a way to undo the Crisis. Sara suggests that they prevent it from happening to every other universe. Harbinger arrives and says that Diggle is with JJ and doesn't know about Oliver dying just yet. She realizes how messed up
that is and tells Sara, that she's just trying to find a way to break it to him. Then Ray is heard saying to the Monitor that he can't hijack the Waverider, because their crew is still there. The Monitor says how if there's any chance of them all surviving the crisis, they need its technology. Sarah however, mentions that she kinda promised their crew that
they wouldn't have to do another crossover. Harbinger replies that they don't need Sara's crew; just Ray's lab, and they have an entire multiverse of Waveriders at their disposal and teleports away to the Waverider. Earth-74 - Waverider Harbinger appears in a Waverider and knocks over an alcohol bottle. The AI, Leonard, greets her and says that
she's trespassing. Mick steps out wielding his Heat Gun and Snart's Cold gun, and explains that he took this Waverider because no one was using it. Harbinger, for her part, thought that The Legends on Earth-74 had all either retired or died. The Leonard A.I. explains that Mick is trying to become a romance writer, and Harbinger invites Mick to
come with her for the beer, stories, and the chance to save the Multiverse. Earth-1 - Waverider When the Waverider arrives on Earth-1, the Monitor says that they've suffered a horrible loss. However, there are seven heroes of the purest will. Clark and Kara try to comfort Jonathan, but the baby doesn't settle down until Mick takes him. The Monitor
says that the seven heroes are Paragons, and he only learned of them by consulting the Book of Destiny. When Kate asked The Monitor where he got these names and pseudonyms, he answers that he enlisted the help of Felicity Smoak. Who earned the wisdom from a second book. He summons the aforementioned Book and explains that he went into
the time-stream and retrieved the book. As Mia arrives, Kara asks if the Book can bring back the destroyed Earths. The Monitor warns that it would cause madness, and Mia asks if the Book can bring Oliver back. Mar Novu says that it's impossible and that he grows weaker as the Anti-Monitor grows stronger. The Monitor tells them that Kara is the
Paragon of Hope. Sara is the Paragon of Destiny, and one of the others is a Kryptonian who is the Paragon of Truth. Clark and Lois offer to find him, and the Monitor says that the fourth Paragon is of Courage and is known only as the "Bat of the Future". The Tome of the Guardians revealed Kara and Sara's names to him and the descriptions for the
other two. They also all collectively find out that Bruce Wayne is the Dark Knight, with Kate asking if they could all keep that to themselves. Kate then asks the others who wanted to meet Batman. Bruce Wayne exists in the future on Earth-99, where he has dedicated himself body and soul to fighting crime. Later, Kara looks at a display of Earth-38
being destroyed, and Lex comes in with the Monitor. Lex is amused at the destruction of his homeworld, and the Monitor tells Kara that even Lex has an important part to play in this crisis. So he resurrected him after he'd been killed. As Kate comes in, the Monitor explains that he had the power to bring Lex back before the Crisis began. Kara refuses
to work with Lex as an ally, and Kate meets Lex and introduces herself as new & unfriendly. Kate goes after Kara and they bond over their mutual losses. After a moment, Kate takes out an extrapolator and invites Kara to come with her and save the universe. Harbinger staggers through Waverider, a voice telling her to find the Book and to destroy it.
She goes into the study and finds Lex taking the Book. He teleports away with it, and the Monitor comes in. Harbinger warns him that Lex took the Book, and the Monitor says that they all have a part to play. The Monitor brings Iris to reunite with Barry. Barry suggests that they can use the Lazarus Pit to bring Oliver back, and insists that his friend
can't be dead. Iris says that the Monitor gave her a mission to find the Kryptonian Paragon, and they kiss as Iris says that she will take whatever time she has with Barry. Mia tells Sara that they're going to use the Lazarus Pit to bring Oliver back. Sara warns her that exposure to the Pit strips the person of their humanity. Mia says Nyssa told her
everything she needs to know about the Pits and about Sara for that matter; making it clear she doesn't trust Sara. Earth-99 - Gotham City Kate and Kara arrive at an old manor and knock at the door. An alternate version of Luke answers the door, and Kate explains that she's Bruce's cousin. Luke slams the door in their faces, and Kate knocks at the
door but gets no answer. Kara kicks in the door and the two women go inside. Luke trains a gun on them and tells them to leave, but Bruce walks down in an exoskeleton suit and tells Luke not to be rude to their guests. Bruce and Kate recognize each other, and Bruce takes Kate to his study while Luke takes Kara to the library. When Kate says that
the Bruce she knew wore a different kind of suit, he replies by saying that it's a product of a lifetime of injuries. He then tells his cousin that she has aged well for a dead girl. This older Bruce tells Kate that on Earth-99, her counterpart died five years earlier. Bruce also mentions Clayface being a puddle of mud, and that last he checked, Jane Doe was
locked up in Arkham. Earth-75 - Metropolis Iris radios Clark and Lois and tells them that Lex is alive and killing off the various Supermen across the multiverse. They see a newscast about this Earth's Superman being dead, and that Lex Luthor killed the Man of Steel, only to disappear into thin air. Earth-1 - Waverider Barry, Mia, and Sara get
Constantine to help them cast a spell to create a map of the multiverse. He realizes that many Earths are gone and more are vanishing and finds one Earth with a functioning Pit. Barry and Mia head out, and Sara makes Constantine promise to bring back Oliver's soul. Constantine reluctantly says that he'll do it... if he can. Earth-167 - Smallville Iris,
Clark, and Lois find that Earth's Clark chopping wood. Iris asks the other two if they think it's him, and Earth-38 Lois says it's either him or the buff guy from the paper towel rolls. Earth-38 Clark is not impressed and says that he can do that with one bare hand. Lois tells Clark Kent of Earth-167 about how their Earth's version of Lex Luthor is going to
try and kill him. The trio disappeared, and Lex steps out with the Book and greets his "old friend". Clark says that Lex isn't the Lex he knows, and Lex explains that he sent the others back to Waverider. He insists that Clark will always be his greatest enemy on any Earth, and he knows that this Clark Kent is Superman. He finds it ironic, as Earth-38's
version of Clark Kent is not the Man of Steel. Lex takes out a piece of Kryptonite, and Clark tosses it away and says that kryptonite hasn't affected him since he gave up his powers. Lex is astonished that Clark would give up being a god. He steps on a child's toy, and Clark says that it's worth more than any superpowers. Earth-167 Lois Lane calls to
Clark, and Lex throws a punch at Clark. Clark easily blocks it, and Lex says that Clark took all the fun out of him and he should enjoy his mediocrity. Lex teleports away, and Lois comes out. Clark tells her what's going on, and Lois assumes that he's making a joke. They go in to see their daughters. Earth-99 - Gotham City Bruce laughs at the thought
that he's the Paragon of Courage, and says that Kate is a few years too late. He shows her a newspaper article about a "reign of terror", and explains that he's lost track of all the people he's killed. Bruce admits that he had a code, but the first time he took a life, it was easy to take another and another. He says that Kate will see, and his Kate put on
the cape thinking she'd succeed where he failed, but all she did was get herself killed. Kate insists that she's not Bruce's Kate, and tells Bruce that he's needed and she's giving him the chance to be a hero again to the whole damn universe. Earth-1 - Waverider Ray works in his lab on a Paragon detector while Mick comforts Jonathan and reads his
romance novel to the baby. It calms the baby down despite the fact it's not kid-friendly. Earth-96 - Metropolis Iris, Lois, and Clark arrive at the Daily Planet where they've tracked Lex. They bump into that world's Clark Kent, who looks like Ray Palmer. Earth-96 Clark and Earth-38 Clark admire each other's glasses, and Clark says that they're there
about Lex Luthor. Earth-99 - Gotham City Kara is with that Earth's counterpart of Luke who asks her who she knows Kate. She tells him that she's still getting to know her. All while using her x-ray vision to do some subtle investigating. She then asks “what are those?” and he replies by saying they are mementos of Batman's greatest victories. One of
them was a Joker card with blood on them. Kara then sees a pair of broken glasses, and Earth-99 Luke says that those belonged to this Earth's Superman. He also mentions that this Earth's Bruce killed Clark, who also put him in that exoskeleton he's in. Earth-96 - Metropolis Clark-96 is the editor-in-chief, and he assures the others that he can handle
Lex. The trio warns that the Book allows Lex do anything. Lois notices dozens of plaques on the wall. He confesses that Earth-96 Lois Lane, Earth-96 Jimmy Olsen and Earth-96 Perry White all died because the Joker felt that The Daily Planet wasn't covering him enough, so he gassed the place and killed the people inside. Thus, this Clark lost everyone
in one fell swoop. During that moment, the trio realizes this Earth's Clark is a Paragon, and Iris asks Earth-96 Clark to come back with them. Earth-96 Clark puts on his costume, and so does Earth-38 Clark. The two of them promise to stop Lex, but then Lex comes in and puts the two Supermen against one another. Earth-96 Superman punches
Superman from Earth-38 and says that he doesn't care about saving the universe. He tells them that he serves Lex Luthor and throws the other Superman out the window. The two Supermen battle across the city and Superman tells Earth-96 Superman that he has to get Lex out of his head. Earth-96 Superman flies at Iris and Lois, but Superman
knocks him away while Lois knocks Lex out. The two women pry the Book open and picture the Earth-96 Clark that they met. The two Superman slam into the office and Lois tells Earth-96 Superman that he's not the Superman that his Lois loved. Superman blocks Earth-96 Superman's heat vision, and Lois tells Superman-96 to remember who he is.
Earth-96 Superman breaks Lex's spell and helps his counterpart up. Earth-18 - North Dakota Constantine takes Barry, Sara, and Mia to the mine beneath an Old West ghost town. Barry and Constantine go to get Oliver's body, and Mia insists that she wants to resurrect Oliver. They find the Lazarus Pit that is being hoarded by the Jonah Hex of this
Earth. Jonah fights back and Sara finally takes his knife and cuts his face until he yields. They put his body in the pit, but it's not working apparently. Shortly after Barry parrots that sentiment, Oliver pops out of the pit very rabbid like Sara did a while back. He's ready to attack John, but Barry saves him just in time. Mia calls to him saying Dad, but
Oliver is still out of it and looks to be ready to attack his own daughter before Sara tranquilizes him. She says to Mia that she tranquilized his body, but this isn't Oliver yet, they still need to get his soul back. Earth-99 - Gotham City Bruce and Kate go to the Batcave, and Bruce figures that it's for the best if everyone dies. He insists that there's no hope
for the world. Supergirl comes in and says that Bruce killed the Superman of this Earth. Bruce tells Kate that Superman gave the authorities too much power, and his parents taught him that life only makes sense if they make it. He punches Supergirl with a Kryptonite gauntlet, knocking her across the floor. Bruce is surprised that Kate trusts a
Kryptonian, and says that it can all end for all he cares because the world isn't worth saving. Kate tells him that he'll have to kill her then, and he attacks her. She accidentally throws him into a generator and he collapses after being electrocuted. She wants to go to him and save him, but Kara stops her saying it will kill her too. As he lays dying, Bruce
tells Kate that there is no hope. Earth-1 - Waverider Ray and Clark-96 chat with each other while an imprisoned Lex sulks. Mick gives Jonathan Kent back to Lois, who introduces him to Clark-96. The Monitor congratulates them on finding the Paragon of Truth and how Lex led them to him. Kara and Kate get back on the Waverider and proceed to
explain to the others that the Bruce Wayne from Earth-99 tried to kill Kara and now he's dead. So they are all doomed. Kara also initially mistakes Earth-96 Clark with Ray and says he's looking quite jacked. But then her own cousin says to her that this isn't Ray, but her cousin; sort of. The Monitor says that Ray's work is finished. Ray turns on the
detector and locates one Paragon on Waverider. The Monitor says that it's the Paragon of Courage: Kate, the Bat of the Future. Earth-18 - North Dakota Constantine has put Oliver's body in a pentagram and is reciting a spell, but it doesn't work. He says that something is wrong. John mentions that with all the antimatter in the system, he's lost his
magic. Barry then points out the obvious; that if they can't get Oliver's soul back, he will be a monster forever. Earth-1 - Waverider In the cargo bay, Kara brings Kate a beer, telling her she looked like she needed a drinking buddy. Kate wonders how she, of all people, can be a Paragon. Kara points out that Kate has saved all of them, and says that
how hard Kate tries is what makes her a hero. She assures her friend that she has heart and bravery, and Kate wonders if she'll end up like Bruce. Kara assures her that she'll make her own destiny, and gives Kate a photo from Bruce's library of Earth-99 Kate and Earth-99 Beth. Kate says she wishes that she knew her Beth like this, Kara then tells her
that maybe she still can. After Kara has told Kate she plans to use the Book of Destiny to bring back Earth-38, Kate tells her that is really dangerous according to The Monitor. She says that she knows, but what good is being the Paragon of Hope if she doesn't have any. As Kara walks away, Kate holds onto the Kryptonite she took from the older Bruce
from Earth-99 they visited earlier. Harbinger continues to hear the voice in her head and begs it to stop. She is then teleported away into what seems like a dark S.T.A.R. Labs hallway. A figure steps out of the shadows addresses Lyla by name and says that his strength grows stronger as Earths' die. He says that he is the Anti-Monitor, and tells
Harbinger that there is work to be done. Production Production for Crisis on Infinite Earths began on September 24, 2019.[1] Filming for the crossover had completed by November 8, 2019, with some reshoots and minor filming still needing to be completed.[2] Trivia This is the highest rated episode of Batwoman with a rating of 7.6 on IMDb. This
episode marks the first time that a main cast member was not present for the episode. The cast members not present were Meagan Tandy (Sophie Moore), Rachel Skarsten (Beth Kane), Nicole Kang (Mary Hamilton), Dougray Scott (Jacob Kane), and Elizabeth Anweis (Catherine Hamilton-Kane). This leaves only two cast members to appear in every
episode: Ruby Rose (Kate Kane) and Camrus Johnson (Luke Fox). This marks the first ever time that Oliver appears but has no lines. This episode had the least amount of main cast members with only three. Much like the previous episode, several Earth designations reference important years tied to them. Superman from Earth-75 was killed in a way
that visually referenced in the Death of Superman. Its designation is a reference to the Death of Superman storyline, namely the 75th issue, in which Doomsday kills Superman. The designation of Earth-96 is a reference to 1996 the year in which the original Kingdom Come story was published. It also happens to be the year Superman: The Animated
Series premiered. There is even references to the Kingdom Come, such as Joker's attack on the Daily Planet and Superman's black emblem. During the battle between the two Superman, Earth-96 Superman chokes Earth-38 Superman in a very similar manner to when Kingdom Come Superman chokes the main Earth Superman on the cover of Justice
Society Of America Kingdom Come Special: Superman #1. Earth-99 has a much older and harsher Bruce Wayne. Its designation is a reference to 1999, the year in which Batman Beyond premiered, which also had an older Bruce Wayne portrayed by Kevin Conroy, was first released. Earth-167 is meant to represent the Smallville universe. Its
designation is a reference to one of that show's producers; Al Gough, who was born in 1967. The scenes on Earth-167 contain multiple references to the Superman mythos, specifically the Smallville television series. Marc Guggenheim pointed out that the scene where the characters appear was written by Caroline Dries, Don Whitehead, and Holly
Henderson, who had all worked on Smallville. This allowed Guggenheim to "[step] aside and let them speak to where things were headed. As a fan of the show, it answered a lot of questions that I had. It provided a lot of closure, I think, in a really nice way." The scene was shared with Smallville co-creator Alfred Gough before filming began.[3] Tom
Welling (Clark Kent) and Erica Durance (Lois Lane) reprise their roles to explore what happened to the characters after Smallville ended. Michael Rosenbaum, who portrayed Lex Luthor on Smallville, revealed Warner Bros. and the producers approached him to reprise the role, but he ultimately declined. Despite this, Earth-167 Lex was mentioned as
the President, which references the comics and a few Smallville episodes, including a news report from the series finale. A few Daily Planet newspapers are hung on the wall. One features an image of Clark Kent's shirt rip from the Smallville series finale. The farmhouse used for the Kent family farm was featured, having previously appeared as the
Kent farm of Earth-38 in the Elseworlds crossover. Earth-38 Lois compares Earth-167 Clark to "the buff guy from the paper towel rolls," echoing a similar comment Erica Durance's Lois made in Smallville season 8. Earth-167 Clark reveals he gave up his powers in order to have a family. This might reference Clark saying, "I'd give anything to be
normal," in the first "Pilot" episode of Smallville, written by Alfred Gough and Miles Millar. Earth-167 Clark catches Earth-38 Lex Luthor's punch and socks him in the face in a reversal of what happened the last time a depowered Clark fought his Lex on Smallville. Earth-167 Clark choosing to give up his powers to live a peaceful life is reminiscent of
the ending of the story "Whatever Happened To The Man Of Tomorrow?" in which with the Silver Age Superman, having had his secret identity exposed and having suffered through the deaths of many of his friends and allies, giving up his power via Gold Kryptonite to live a peaceful life with his family under a new name.[4] The episode, specifically
the scenes on Earth-96, contain multiple references to the Christopher Reeve and Brandon Routh Superman film series (as Brandon Routh is reprising his role as that specific Superman, rather than once again playing the general role of Superman). Kara calls Lex a "poisonous snake." That's a direct quote from the end of Superman II, after Lex Luthor
betrays Superman and Lois to the three Phantom Zone villains. On Earth-167, there are Daily Planet newspapers hung on the wall. One features the headline, "I Spent The Night With Superman" which appeared in Superman: The Movie. John Williams' main theme for the series can be heard as so the love theme Can You Read My Mind? upon meeting
Earth-96 Clark Kent and the Supermen battle. Earth-96 Clark says that he has previously battled himself. This references Superman III, where Superman turned insane and then split into a separate Clark Kent and Superman, before fighting himself. Earth-96 Clark compares Jonathan Kent to his son, Jason, This references Superman Returns, in which
him and Lois had a son of the same name. While attacking Supergirl, Earth-99 Bruce described Kryptonite as "A little souvenir from the old home town". Similar to how Gene Hackman's Lex Luthor described it to a weakened Superman in Superman: The Movie. While the two Supermen were fighting, Lois Lane said to Superman (Earth-96):
"Remember who you are". Which could reference a line spoken by Wonder Woman to Kal-El/Superman in the 2017 Justice League movie. Earth-99 Bruce Wayne calls Clark a "strange visitor from another planet"; a reference to the tagline from the the Adventures of Superman TV series from the 1950s. The scenes on Earth-99 contain multiple
references to the Batman mythos. Danny Elfman's themes can be heard. The themes are known for their use in the 1989 Batman film, Batman: The Animated Series, and 2017 film Justice League, among other Batman media. Kevin Conroy portrays the Earth-99 Bruce Wayne, having previously voiced the character in various animated movies,
television, and video game series, starting with Batman: The Animated Series. Crisis on Infinite Earths is Conroy's first live-action appearance. His voice is even heard first before physically appearing. Bruce's appearance as an old man with a metallic exoskeleton is based off the Kingdom Come storyline. While talking to Kate, Bruce references
Friedrich Nietzsche in the episode: "He who fights with monsters might take care lest he thereby become a monster. And if you gaze for long into an abyss, the abyss gazes also into you". This is the second time Kevin Conroy as Bruce references Nietzsche, the first being in the Batman: The Animated Series episode, "I Am the Night" during his
sorrowful talk with Dick Grayson. Kate tells Earth-99 Bruce (after finding out he killed that he kills on this Earth) that Earth-1's Bruce had a code, a reference to Batman's one rule, he doesn't kill. While looking around, using her X-Ray vision, Kara discovers a hidden door behind a grandfather clock. This has been used as the main entrance to the
Batcave in most media. Bruce drives the same Batmobile as the 1989 Batman.[5] Bruce's views on Superman are reminiscent of The Dark Knight Returns comic and Ben Affleck's character from Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice. This is referenced by Bruce's dialogue towards Supergirl. Constantine's second ever appearance was in Crisis on
Infinite Earths #4. Harbinger appears to have been infected by Shadow demons and is thus vulnerable to the Anti-Monitor's influence. This happened in the very first chapter of the comics version of Crisis on Infinite Earths. After informing Kara and Kate that the Kate of Earth-99 died five years ago, Bruce mentions two supervillains who could be
capable of taking her form. The first is Clayface, who is essentially dead, as Bruce describes him as "a puddle of mud." The other is Jane Doe, a serial killer adept at assuming the identities of her targets. The Monitor saying that the “Bat of the Future” would seem to further the connection, as Batman Beyond had the Market-Based Title of "Batman of
the Future" in some regions. The bloody Clark Kent glasses are a reference to John Lennon's. The dried blood on them makes them resemble the glasses Lennon was wearing when he was murdered. The fact that the glasses are bloody implies that this wasn't a fair fight (compared to Dark Knight Returns or even Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice)
but rather that Bruce ambushed Clark Kent when he wasn't expecting it and killed him. This is the last episode of Batwoman to centrally take place on Earth-1, as subsequent episodes happen post-Crisis, and are set on Earth-Prime. Sara says she promised the Legends "no more crossovers" would drag them into other heroes' problems; presumably
due to Professor Stein dying in the last one they took part. Goofs In the scene when (on Earth 75) Lois is telling Clark that Lex is alive a sign for a Government of Canada building can be seen behind them. Gallery Videos Crisis on Infinite Earths Promo "Hour Two"Batwoman 1x09 Sneak Peek Clip "Crisis on Infinite Earths Part Two"DCTV Crisis on
Infinite Earths Crossover Sneak Peek - Superman's Baby (HD)Batwoman Season 1 Episode 9 Mid-Season Return Trailer The CW References
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